
A PRIORI ERROR ESTIMATES FOR NUMERICALMETHODS FOR SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS.PART III: MULTIDIMENSIONAL FLUX-SPLITTINGMONOTONE SCHEMES ON NON-CARTESIAN GRIDSBernardo Cockburn*, Pierre-Alain Gremaudy, and Xiangrong YangzThis paper is dedicated to the memory of Professor Ami Harten.Abstract. This paper is the third of a series in which a general theory of a priori error estimatesfor scalar conservation laws is constructed. In this paper, we consider multidimensional ux-splittingmonotone schemes de�ned on non-Cartesian grids, we identify those schemes which are consistent andprove that the L1(0; T ;L1(Rd))-norm of the error goes to zero as (�x)1=2 when the discretizationparameter �x goes to zero. Moreover, we show that non-consistent schemes can converge at optimalrate of (�x)1=2 because (i) the conservation form of the schemes and (ii) the so-called consistencyof the numerical uxes allow the regularity properties of the approximate solution to compensate fortheir lack of consistency.Key words. A priori error estimates, irregular grids, monotone schemes, conservation laws,supraconvergenceAMS(MOS) subject classi�cations. 65M60, 65N30, 35L651. Introduction. This is the third of a series of papers in which we develop atheory of a priori error estimates, that is, estimates given solely in terms of the exactsolution, for numerical methods for the scalar conservation law [16]vt +r � f(v) = 0; in (0; T )� Rd ; (1.1a)v(0) = v0; on Rd : (1.1b)In the �rst paper of this series [6], a new, general approach for obtaining a priori errorestimates for numerical methods for scalar conservation laws was introduced. Theapproach was then used to obtain optimal a priori error estimates for the Engquist-Osher scheme [9] on one-dimensional uniform grids; in contrast with previous work,[4], [5], [18-21], [23], [24], [25], [27], [29], [31], (see also [28]), no regularity propertiesof the approximate solution were explicitly used. In the second paper of this series[7], an extension of the above result to the case of ux-splitting monotone schemesde�ned on irregular, Cartesian grids was undertaken. As it is well-known, see, forexample, [13], [26], and [30], if the numerical uxes do not properly take into accountthe irregularity of the grids, a loss of consistency is generated and, as a consequence,a new term in the truncation error appears. In [7] it was shown that this new termcan be controlled without using regularity properties of the approximate solution onlyfor a subset of the schemes which were called consistent schemes. For this new class* School of Mathematics, University of Minnesota, 127 Vincent Hall, Minneapolis, MN 55455.Partially supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant DMS-9407952) and by the Universityof Minnesota Supercomputer Institute.yCenter for Research in Scienti�c Computation and Department of Mathematics, North Car-olina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205. Partially supported by the Army Research O�cethrough grant DAAH04-95-1-0419.zSchool of Mathematics, University of Minnesota, 127 Vincent Hall, Minneapolis, MN 55455.1



2 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangof schemes, optimal a priori error estimates were proven. In this paper, we considerthe case of ux-splitting monotone schemes of the formun+1K = unK � �tjK j Xe2@K j e j fe;K(unK ; unKe); (1.2)de�ned on non-Cartesian grids (see x2.a), we identify those schemes which are con-sistent and we prove an optimal a priori error estimate for them; more precisely, weshow that the L1(0; T ;L1(Rd ))-norm of the error goes to zero as (�x)1=2 where �x isthe maximum diameter of the �nite volumes K. Moreover, we uncover the mechanismthat allows optimal a priori error estimates to hold even for non-consistent schemes.Extending a similar result obtained in the one-dimensional case [7], we show that theregularity properties of the approximate solution can compensate for the loss of con-sistency of the scheme thanks to (i) the conservation form of the schemes and to (ii)the so-called consistency of the numerical uxes; the nonlinear nature of the equationsdoes not play any role in this mechanism.The error estimate presented in this paper is the �rst a priori error estimate andthe �rst optimal error estimate for numerical schemes for scalar conservation lawsde�ned on non-Cartesian grids. As pointed out above, see also the discussion in [5],all previous work in error estimation for nonlinear conservation laws has been devotedto a posteriori error estimates. As a consequence, upper bounds of the total variationof the approximate solution had to be obtained. Since it is not a trivial matter toobtain such bounds even for simple schemes, this requirement has signi�cantly sloweddown the progress in this area. Indeed, there are only a few upper bounds of the totalvariation available in the literature. In [17] and [8], for monotone schemes in uniformCartesian grids, and in [27], for monotone schemes in non-uniform Cartesian grids,it was proven that the total variation of the approximate solution does not increasein time. Unfortunately, the techniques used in the above mentioned papers are ofno use in the non-Cartesian grids case since in this case the total variation of theapproximate solutions does increase with time, even when the grids are uniform. Forexample, consider the simple case of the linear conservation law in two dimensionswith f(v) = (0; b) v with initial condition v0 equal to one in the shaded area shown inFigure 1 and equal to zero elsewhere.

Figure 1. Initial condition v0 and triangulation with �x = 1=8.



error estimates for conservation laws 3Then for the simple Lax-Friedrichs-like scheme (1.2) withfe;K(v; w) = 12(f(v) + f(w)) � ne;K � 12�(w � v); (� = �t�x );and grids of equilateral triangles as shown in Figure 1, a computation shows that theratio R of the total variation of the approximate solution uh(�t) after a single time-step to the total variation of the initial data uh(0) = v0 as a function of �x = 1=Nis bigger than one, as is shown in Figure 2; therein, we have taken � b = :9 andcfl = 2p3 �t��x = :9.
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1/ ∆ x = NFigure 2. The ratio R(N) = juh(�t) jTV (R2)= juh(0) jTV (R2).The other technique to obtain upper bounds for the total variation of approxi-mate solutions of numerical schemes for nonlinear conservation laws is an extension,obtained in [4], see also [15], of an argument introduced in [2] to obtain the conver-gence of �nite di�erence methods [3] in the framework of measure-valued solutions.This technique, which is essentially an a priori L2-estimate, was used in [4], [31], [25],and [5] to obtain that the total variation of the approximate solution blows up like(�x)�1=2 as �x goes to zero. This upper bound results in a posteriori error esti-mates with a rate of convergence of (�x)1=4 for �nite volume schemes, [4], [31],[25]; of(�x)1=4 for the Discontinuous Galerkin method, [5]; and of (�x)1=8 for the StreamlineDi�usion method, [5]. Unfortunately, this technique does not lead to optimal errorestimates since the total variation is bounded only in terms of the L2-norm of theinitial data instead of in terms of its total variation. The advantage of our approachis that no estimate of the total variation is required to obtain optimal error estimatesfor the so-called consistent schemes.We have to point out, however, that consistent schemes of the form (1.2), (i) canonly be de�ned on fairly uniform grids and (ii) have to have fairly restrictive numericaluxes. For example, upwinding-like schemes are not consistent; see a related result in[12]. This unfortunate situation is, of course, related to the fact that the schemes ofthe form (1.2) update the value at the volume K by only using the information storedin those volumesKe sharing a common face e with K. We believe that the consistencyrequirements for schemes of a wider stencil, like, for example, the Lax-Friedrichs-likescheme considered in [1], should be weaker. However, we do not explore this issue inthis paper since this would only further complicate an already very technical analysis.For schemes that are not consistent, we show that optimal error estimates canstill be obtained in spite of the loss of consistency. This phenomenon, sometimes



4 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangcalled supraconvergence, has been studied by several authors in di�erent contexts;see, for example, [22], [14], [11] and [10]. Supraconvergence for schemes for the linearconservation laws has been studied in [33, 34], for the one-dimensional case, and in[32], for non-uniform, Cartesian grids. Therein, the degeneracy from second-orderto �rst-order accuracy, due to the irregularities of the grids, \predicted" by a naiveconsideration of the L1-like truncation error is studied. By a careful consideration ofthe structure of that truncation error, it is shown that this degeneracy does not actuallytake place provided that the scheme is stable and the exact solution is smooth enough.Our approach is similar in that we show that the structure of the truncation errorallows the stability properties of the scheme to compensate for its lack of consistency.However, we study the general nonlinear conservation laws, work with an L1-liketruncation error and half-order accurate schemes, require minimal regularity of theexact solution, and consider general, non-Cartesian grids.Finally, let us emphasize that the results presented in this paper are not a straight-forward extension of those obtained in our second paper of this series [7] for irregular,Cartesian grids. Although the technique to obtain a priori error estimates introducedin [6] is independent of the space dimension, the irregularity of the grids plays a greaterrole in the multidimensional case and renders the manipulation of the truncation errora much more delicate undertaking.The paper is organized as follows. In x2, the numerical schemes under considera-tion and related technical assumptions are presented, and the main results are statedand discussed. In x3, we give a proof of our main a priori error estimate, Theorem 2.1.In x4, we give an explanation of the supraconvergence phenomenon and the proof ofthe corresponding a priori error estimate, Theorem 2.3. We end with some concludingremarks in x5.2. The numerical schemes and the main results.a. The numerical schemes. We consider, for the sake of simplicity, uniformpartition of R+ of the form ftn = n�tgn2N and triangulations of Rd , T�x = fK g,made of non-overlapping polyhedra. We require that for any two elements K and K 0,K \K0 is either a face e of both K and K 0 with nonzero (d � 1)-Lebesgue measurej e j, or has Hausdor� dimension less than d � 1. The maximum diameter of the setsK of the triangulation T�x is denoted by �x.Given these partitions, we de�ne an approximation u to the entropy solution v of(1.1) as the piecewise-constant functionu(t; x) = unK ; for (t; x) 2 [tn; tn+1)�K; (2.1)constructed as follows. At t = 0, the degrees of freedom of u are given byu0K = 1jK j ZK u0(s) ds; (2.2a)where jK j is the measure of the �nite volume K. The remaining degrees of freedomare de�ned by the following ux-splitting scheme:un+1K = unK � �tjK j Xe2@K j e j fe;K(unK ; unKe); (2.2b)where Ke denotes the �nite volume sharing the face e with the �nite volume K, andthe numerical ux fe;K(v; w) has the formfe;K(v; w) = fcent;e;K(v; w) � fvisc;e;K(v; w); (2.3a)



error estimates for conservation laws 5with fcent;e;K(v; w) = ae;K f(v) � ne;K + be;K f(w) � ne;K ; (2.3b)where ne;K is the outward unit normal at the face e of the �nite volume K andfvisc;e;K(v; w) = �e (Ne(w) �Ne(v)): (2.3c)We assume that the ux fe;K is consistent with the nonlinearity f � ne;K and conser-vative, i.e., that fe;K(u; u) = f(u) �ne;K and that fe;K(uK ; uKe)+fe;Ke(uKe ; uK) = 0,respectively. For the schemes under consideration, these properties are equivalent tothe following conditions:ae;K + be;K = 1; (consistency); (2.3d)ae;Ke = be;K ; be;Ke = ae;K ; (conservativity): (2.3e)We ask that 0 � ae;K ; be;K � 1: (2.3f)Finally, we require that for every �nite volume K and each of its faces e we have�eN 0e(�) � be;K j f 0(�) � ne;K j; (2.3g)and normalize �e and N 0e by asking that�e � 1; N 0e(�) � k f 0(�) k`1 : (2.3h)As it is well-known, this condition ensures the monotonicity of the scheme under thefollowing condition on the size of the time-step �t:�tjK j Xe2@K j e j ��eN 0e(unK)� be;K f 0(unK) � ne;K� � 1; 8K 2 T�x; n � 0: (2.4)Our results also involve two grid related quantities which we introduce next.Given a face e 2 E�x � S fe : e 2 @K for all K 2 T�xg, we de�ne Ce to be theconvex hull of K+e [K�e , de to be the diameter of Ce, and we setD�x = supe2E�x j e j demaxf jK+e j; jK�e j g : (2.5)Also, given the �nite volume K, we denote by �K the number of sets Ce for whichjK \ Ce j 6= 0 for some e 2 E�x and we set��x = supK2T�x �K : (2.6)The following table gives the values of those parameters in some elementary cases



6 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangmesh type aspect ratio d D�x ��xequilateral N=A 2 4 3cartesian triangular � 2 2p4 + �2 3cartesian rectangular � 2 p4 + �2 4cartesian rectangular �; � 3 p4 + �2 + �2 6Table 1. Values of the mesh related parameters on simple gridsb. Consistency and a priori error estimates.The generalization of the notion of consistency introduced in [7] for schemes onirregular, Cartesian grids will be based on the following two quantities:�K = max1�j�d dXi=1 ���� Xe2@K j e j (�e)j (ne;K)i ����; (2.7a)A K = supc2R 1k f 0(c) k dXi=1 ���� Xe2@K j e j�eN 0e(c) (xKe � xK)i ����; (2.7b)where �e = (xe � xK)� be;Ke (xKe � xK); (2.7c)where xK denotes the barycenter of the �nite volume K and xe the barycenter of theface e. We say that the scheme (2.2b) with uxes satisfying the conditions (2.3) isconsistent with respect to the family of triangulations � T�x 	�x>0 if �K = AK � 0.If we consider for instance a grid of equilateral triangles, or any a�ne transformationof it, and chooseae;K = be;K = 1=2; N 0e(c) = k f 0(c) k; �eN 0e(c) = �j e j ;where � does not depend on e, then the corresponding scheme is consistent. Note thatto get monotonicity, � has to satisfy (still on the equilateral grid)p34 �xk f 0(c) k � � � p32 �xk f 0(c) k:The conditions for consistency for the schemes under consideration impose heavyrestrictions on the grids and on the numerical uxes. Indeed, �K � 0 if �e � 0, thatis, if (xe � xK) = be;Ke (xKe � xK);or, equivalently, if xe = be;Ke xKe + be;K xK :This means not only that the value of the scalar be;Ke is determined, but that thebarycenters xKe and xKe and the barycenter of the face e, xe, must lie on the sameline! This condition is trivially satis�ed for Cartesian or a�ne transformations ofCartesian grids, but that is not the case for general non-Cartesian grids. Moreover,



error estimates for conservation laws 7A K � 0 if and only if xK = Pe2@K j e j�eN 0e(c)xKePe2@K j e j�eN 0e(c) :This means, not only that the quantitiesj e j�eN 0e(c)Pe2@K j e j�eN 0e(c) ;should be independent of c, but that the barycenter xK has to be equal to a veryprecise convex combination of the barycenters xKe . This condition is impossible tosatisfy for upwinding-like uxes unless the grids are Cartesian or a�ne transformationsof Cartesian grids.For example, consider the linear case f(v) = (0; b) v in two-space dimensions andtriangulations made of acute triangles. For the upwinding scheme N 0e(c) = j (0; b) �ne;K j. If for some face e of the �nite volume K the velocity (0; b) is perpendicular tone;K , we have N 0e(c) = 0 and the condition above is impossible to satisfy. This lack ofconsistency of upwinding-like schemes has been pointed out in [12] in the frameworkof a formal L1-like truncation error analysis.Fortunately, the consistency condition can be relaxed. We say that a scheme isp�consistent if there are two nonnegative constants C� and C� such thatj � jvar;1=2 � C� (�x)p; j� jvar;1=2 � C� (�x)p; (2.8)where j � jvar;1=2 = supx2RdPx:jx�xK j�(�x)1=2 �K(�x)d=2 ; (2.9)j� jvar;1=2 = supx2RdPx:jx�xK j�(�x)1=2 A K(�x)d=2 : (2.10)For instance if we consider the two-dimensional case and de�nebe;K = (xe � xKe) � (xK � xKe)kxK � xKe k2 ; ae;K = 1� be;K ;N 0e(c) = k f 0(c) k; �eN 0e(c) = �j e j (� independent of e);then the conservativity condition (2.3e) is satis�ed. Moreover, (2.3f) is veri�ed pro-vided that kxe � xKe k � kxK � xKe k and j �e j � �2 ;where �e = ] (xe � xKe ; xK � xKe). In particular, those conditions are satis�ed if thetriangulation is acute. Furthermore, to get monotonicity, � has to satisfybe;Kk f 0(c) k j e j � � � k f 0(c) k j e j:We observe that �K � 2��xD�x supe2E�x�k �e k`1de maxfK+e ;K�e g�;A K � � 2Xi=1 j Xe2@K(xKe � xK)ij:



8 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangNote that by de�nition of be;K , �e is here the orthogonal projection of xe �xK on thedirection perpendicular to xKe�xK . Assuming now the triangulation to be uniformlyregular, i.e., �x � �hK for any K 2 T�x (hK = diameter of K), givesj � jvar;1=2 � 2�2 ��x D�x supe2E�x k �e k`1de ;j� jvar;1=2 � 2 �2�x2 � supe2E�x k Xe2@K(xKe � xK) k`1 :Without further assumptions on the grid, we have j � jvar;1=2 = O(1) and j� jvar;1=2 =O(1) and the above scheme is 0-consistent, i.e., inconsistent (case treated in Theorem2.3). However, if we assume for instancek �e k`1 = O(�x1+p);k Xe2@K(xKe � xK) k`1 = O(�x1+p);then the scheme is p-consistent (case treated in Corollary 2.2). The �rst of the aboveassumptions amounts to having, for e 2 E�x, the three nodes xK , xe, xKe lining upas �x goes to zero. The second assumption means for instance that the grid becomesasymptotically equilateral, if simplicial elements are used.We are now ready to state our error estimate which, following [6], is expressed interms of the numerical viscosity associated to the scheme under consideration and interms of the measure of consistency introduced above.Theorem 2.1. Let the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition (2.4) be satis�ed. Let ube the piecewise-constant solution given by the scheme (2.2) with coe�cients satisfying(2.3), let v be the entropy solution. Thenku(tN)� v(tN ) kL1(Rd) � 2 ku0 � v0 kL1(Rd) + 8 j v0 jTV (Rd)q2tN k �v k (�x)1=2+ C j v0 jTV (Rd) � j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�+ j v0 jTV (Rd) ( b1(�x)3=4 + b2�x );where k �v k = supK supt2(0;tN )x2Rd max1�i;j�d j �ijK(v(t; x))=�x j and the local viscosity coe�cient�ijK is given by�ijK(c) = �t2 f 0i(c) f 0j(c)� 1jK j Xe2@K j e j �be;Ke f 0(c) � ne;K + �eN 0e(c)� �ije;K ;�ije;K = 12�(xKe � xK)i (xKe � xK)j + IijKe � IijK	;Iij
 = 1j
 j Z
(x0 � x
)i (x0 � x
)j dx0 :The constant C is given byC = 4 k f 0(v) k (tN +q2tN=k �v k ) (1 + b0 (�x)1=4);



error estimates for conservation laws 9and k f 0(v) k is given by k f 0(v) k = supt2(0;tN )x2Rd k f 0(v(t; x)) k`1 :The constants b0, b1, and b2 are locally bounded functions that depend solely on thequantities k f 0(v) k�t=�x, k f 0(v) k=k �v k, ftN k �v kg1=2, D�x and ��.An immediate consequence of this result is the following.Corollary 2.2 (p�consistent schemes). With the notation and under theassumptions of Theorem 2.1, if the scheme is p�consistent, we haveku(tN)� v(tN ) kL1(Rd) � 2 ku0 � v0 kL1(Rd) + 8 j v0 jTV (Rd)q2tN k �v k (�x)1=2+O((�x)minfp;3=4g):c.Supraconvergence and a posteriori error estimates. For non-consistent schemesin arbitrary triangulations, and this includes notably the upwinding-like schemes men-tioned in the previous section, it is possible to obtain an error estimate in terms ofthe following quantitiesk � k`1(E�x)=Rd = inf�̂2Rd supe2E�x max1�j�d j (�e � �̂)j j (2.11a)k� k`1(E�x) = supe2E�x j�e j max1�j�d j (xKe � xK)j j; (2.11b)which are always of order �x, by (2.7c), (2.3f) and (2.3h), instead of in terms of thequantities j � jvar;1=2 and j� jvar;1=2. The price to pay is that the error estimate nowmust depend on the smoothness properties of the approximate solution; see Lemma4.1. Theorem 2.3. Let the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition (2.4) be satis�ed. Let ube the piecewise-constant solution given by the scheme (2.2) with coe�cients satisfying(2.3), let v be the entropy solution. Thenku(tN)� v(tN ) kL1(Rd) � 2 ku0 � v0 kL1(Rd) + 8 j v0 jTV (Rd)q2tN k �v k (�x)1=2+ 2p2 dptN k �v k�x� k � k`1(E�x)=Rd + k� k`1(E�x) 	n D�x ��x k f 0(v) k tN jv0jTV (Rd) + 1�inf k f 0(u) k ku kL1(0;tN ;TV (Rd))o+ j v0 jTV (Rd) ( b1(�x)3=4 + b2�x );where �inf = infK2T�x �K . The constants b1 and b2 are locally bounded functions thatdepend solely on the quantities k f 0(v) k�t=�x, k f 0(v) k=k �v k, ftN k �v kg1=2, D�xand ��x, where k �v k is de�ned in Theorem 2.1.Beside the estimate itself, which is new, an explanation of why it is at all possible isworth considering. As will be shown in x4, it is a combination of both consistency andconservativity of the numerical uxes which makes it possible by forcing the quantityDe;K = (xe � xK)� be;Ke (xKe � xK) to be such that De;K = De;Ke � �e. Indeed, we



10 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yanghave De;K = (xe � xK)� be;Ke (xKe � xK)= (xe � xK)� ae;K (xKe � xK); by conservativity (2.3e);= (xe � xK)� (1� be;K) (xKe � xK); by consistency (2.3d);= (xe � xKe)� be;K (xK � xKe)= De;Ke :3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. This section is entirely devoted to the proof ofTheorem 2.1. It has exactly the same structure as x3 of [7]. In all the proofs, weassume that the entropy solution v is smooth since the general case can be obtainedby a standard density argument; see the proof of Proposition 5.5 in [6]. The case inwhich v is piecewise smooth is treated in [35].a. The approximation inequality. Along the lines of [6], we consider theform E(u; v; tN ) = Z tN0 ZRd N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x	nK(v(t; x))�(t; x; tn+1 ; xK) jK j�t dx dt;where U(�) is the absolute value function j � j, and 	nK is given by	nK(c) = U 0(unK � c)nun+1K � unK�t + 1jK j Xe2@K j e j fe;K(unK ; unKe)o:The term �(t; x; tn+1; xK) is an averaged test function de�ned by�(t; x; tn+1; xK) = 1jK j ZK '(t; x; tn+1; x0) dx0; (3.1)where xK denotes the barycenter of the �nite volume K, and where the function'(t; x; t0; x0) is de�ned as follows:'(t; x; t0; x0) = w�t(t� t0) dYi=1 ��x(xi � x0i); (3.2a)x = (x1; � � � ; xd), x0 = (x01; � � � ; x0d) and t, t0 being respectively points in Rd and R+ .Finally, the functions w�t and ��x are constructed as followsw�t(s) = 1�t w( s�t ); ��x(s) = 1�x �( s�x ); 8s 2 R; (3.2b)where �t and �x are two arbitrary positive numbers. Both w and � satisfy the followingconditions: (i) �(t) � 0; for t > 0, (ii) �(t) = �(�t); for t > 0, (iii) the support of �is [�1; 1], and (iv) R 10 �(r)dr = 1=2. For future reference, we setW (t) = Z t0 w�t(s) ds: (3.2c)Furthermore, the functions w and � are taken to be smooth approximations to � � �0



error estimates for conservation laws 11and ��, where��(x) =8><>: (1 + �)=2; for jxj � (1� �)=(1 + �);(1 + �)2 (1� jxj)=4 �; for jxj 2 [(1� �)=(1 + �); 1];0; elsewhere :It is easy to verify that we can �nd a sequence of functions � such thatlim�!�� j � jTV (R) = j�� jTV (R) = 1 + �; (3.3a)lim�!�� j �0 jTV (R) = j�0� jTV (R) = 2 + �+ 1=�: (3.3b)lim�!�� k � kL1(R) = k�� kL1(R) = (1 + �)=2: (3.3c)We now describe the main ideas on which the derivation of our estimates is based.From the identity0 = E(u; v; tN ) = �E?div(u; v; tN) +Ediss(u; v; tN ) + Terr(u; v; tN );and the structure of the term Terr(u; v; tN ), the following approximation inequalitycan be derived, [6, Proposition 7.6]:e(tN ) � 2 e(0) + 8 ��x + �tkf 0(v)k� j v0 jTV (Rd) + 2 k f 0(v) k j v0 jTV (Rd)�t+ 2 limw!� sup1�n�N �E?div(u; v; tn)=W (tn)�Ediss(u; v; tn)=W (tn)	;where e(t) denotes the error ku(t)� v(t) kL1(Rd). Now, to obtain the error estimate,it is enough to estimate the forms E?div(u; v; tn) and Ediss(u; v; tn). The remaining ofthis section is devoted to identifying these forms and estimating them.We start by rewriting 	nK(c)	nK(c) = U 0(unK � c) 1�t nun+1K � unK + �tjK j Xe2@K j e j fe;K(unK ; unKe)o= U 0(unK � c) 1�t nun+1K � unK + �tjK j Xe2@K(pe;K(unK)� pe;K(unKe))o;where pe;K(s) = �j e j �be;K f(s) � ne;K � �eNe(s)�;and proceed as in [6]. Here, the form Ediss(u; v; tN ) isEdiss(u; v; tN ) =Z tN0 ZRd N�1Xn=0 XK2T�xLREDnK(v(t; x))�(t; x; tn+1 ; xK) jK j�t dx dt;where the local rate of entropy dissipation LRED nK(c) is given byLRED nK(c) = 1�t Z unKun+1K (pK(unK)� pK(s))U 00(s� c) ds+ 1jK j Xe2@K Z unKeun+1K (pe;K(unKe)� pe;K(s))U 00(s� c) ds;and pK(s) = s� �tjK jPe2@K pe;K(s).



12 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangThe dual form E?div(u; v; tN ) readsE?div(u; v; tN ) =� Z tN0 ZRd Z tN0 ZRdU(u(t0; x0)� v(t; x))'t(t; x; t0; x0) dx dt dx0 dt0+ Z tN0 ZRd ZRdU(u(t0; x0)� v(tN ; x))'(tN ; x; t0; x0) dx dx0 dt0� Z tN0 ZRd ZRdU(u(t0; x0)� v0(x))'(0; x; t0; x0) dx dx0 dt0� N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd Xe2@K j e j be;K ��(t; x; tn+1; xK)� �(t; x; tn+1; xKe)�F (unK ; v) � ne;K �t dx dt+ N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd Xe2@K j e j�e ��(t; x; tn+1; xKe)� �(t; x; tn+1; xK)�Ne(unK ; v)�t dx dt;where the functions F (u; c) and Ne(u; c) is de�ned as follows:F (u; c) = Z uc f 0(s)U 0(s� c) ds; Ne(u; c) = Z uc N 0e(s)U 0(s� c) ds: (3.4)b. Estimate of Ediss(u; v; tn).Proposition 3.1. Under condition (2.3g) on the viscosity term N , and if theCourant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition (2.4) is satis�ed, the local rate of entropydissipation LRED nj (c) is nonnegative. Hence�Ediss(u; v; tn) � 0:Sketch of the proof. The above conditions ensure that the functions pe;K(s) andpK(s) are nondecreasing in s. The result follows from this fact and the de�nition ofEdiss(uh; v; tn).c. Estimate of E?div(u; v; tN).Proposition 3.2. We havelimw!� sup1�n�N �E?div(u; v; tn)=W (tn)	 � TEWvisc + TEWcons + TEWh:o:t:;whereTEWvisc(u; v; tn) � C0 tN d� 2 j � jTV (R)�x �1 + �t�t ��k�vk�x;TEWcons(u; v; tn) � 2C1 tN � 1 + �t�t � � 1 + (�x)d=2�dx � k � kdL1(R)�j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�;TEWh:o:t:(u; v; tn) �C1�12 k f 0(v) k (�t)2 d j � jTV (R)�t�x tN + 4 (1 + �t�t )�t+ 32 D�x ��x (�x)2 �d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + d j �0 jTV (R)�2x �(1 + �t�t ) tN�:where C0 = jv0jTV (Rd) and C1 = C0 kf 0(v)k.To prove this result, we proceed in several steps.



error estimates for conservation laws 13First step: Relating the dual form E?div(u; v; t) to the truncation er-ror. We have the following upper bound for E?div(uh; v; tN ).Lemma 3.3. We haveE?div(uh; v; tN) �N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd F (unK ; v(t; x)) � rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) jK j�t dx dt� N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd Xe2@K j e j be;Ke ��(t; x; tn+1; xK)� �(t; x; tn+1; xKe)�F (unK ; v(t; x)) � ne;K �t dx dt+ N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd Xe2@K j e j�e ��(t; x; tn+1; xKe)� �(t; x; tn+1; xK)�Ne(unK ; v(t; x))�t dx dt:To prove this result, we use the fact the v is the entropy solution and make somealgebraic manipulations; see the proof of the similar result [6, Lemma 7.9].Next, a relation between the functions �(x; xKe ) and �(x; xK), de�ned by (3.1),is needed. That relation is displayed in the following lemma where, for the sake ofclarity, we drop the dependence on t and t0. This simple result is a keystone of theproof of Theorem 2.1.Lemma 3.4. We have�(x; xKe)� �(x; xK ) = �(xKe � xK) � rx�(x; xK ) +He;K(x; xK) +He;K(x);where He;K(x; xK) = dXi;j=1 �ije;K @2xi xj �(x; xK );�ije;K = 12�(xKe � xK)i (xKe � xK)j + IijKe � IijK	;Iij
 = 1j
 j Z
(x0 � x
)i (x0 � x
)j dx0;andHe;K(x) = 1jKe j ZKe 1jK j3 ZK3 Z 10Z 10 Z 10 	(x) d� d� d� dz0 dy0 dw0 dx0;	(x) = dXi;j;k=1 �ijk @3xi xj xk '(x; �(�(�x0 + (1� �)w0) + (1� �)y0) + (1� �)z0);�ijk = (x0 � w0)i (�x0 + (1� �)w0 � y0)j (�(�x0 + (1� �)w0) + (1� �)y0 � z0)k:Proof of Lemma 3.4. Since'(x; x0) = '(x;w0)� Z 10 (x0 � w0) � rx'(x; �x0 + (1� �)w0) d�;by the de�nition of ' (3.2), averaging the above equality over K with respect to w0



14 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangyields'(x; x0) = �(x; xK)� 1jK j ZKZ 10 (x0 � w0) � rx'(x; �x0 + (1� �)w0) d� dw0;by the de�nition of �, (3.1). Using the above relation recursively twice, we easilyobtain'(x; x0) = �(x; xK) + dXi=1 Ai(x0) @xi�(x; xK ) + dXi;j=1Bij(x0) @2xi xj�(x; xK ) +Res(x; x0);whereAi(x0) = � 1jK j ZK(x0 � w0)i dw0;Bij(x0) = 1jK j ZKZ 10 (x0 � w0)i � 1jK j ZK(�x0 + (1� �)w0 � y0)j dy0� d� dw0;Res(x; x0) = 1jK j3 ZK3 Z 10Z 10 Z 10 	(x) d� d� d� dz0 dy0 dw0:Averaging the above equation Ke with respect to x0 and using the de�nition of �,(3.1), yields�(x; xKe ) = �(x; xK ) + dXi=1 A i @xi�(x; xK) + dXi;j=1 B ij @2xi xj�(x; xK) +He;K(x);where A i = 1jKe j ZKe Ai(x0) dx0; B ij = 1jKe j ZKe Bij(x0) dx0:The result follows if we show that A i = �(xKe � xK)i and B ij = �ije;K . But, sinceAi(x0) = �(x0 � xK)i, we do have that A i = �(xKe � xK)i, and sinceBij(x0) = 1jK j ZKZ 10 (x0 � w0)i (�x0 + (1� �)w0 � xK)j d� dw0= 1jK j ZK (x0 � w0)i ((x0 + w0)=2� xK)j dw0= 12 jK j ZK ((x0 � xK)� (w0 � xK))i ((x0 � xK) + (w0 � xK))j dw0= 12� (x0 � xK)i (x0 � xK)j � IijK	;we haveB ij = 12� 1jKe j ZKe(x0 � xK)i (x0 � xK)j dx0 � IijK	= 12�(xKe � xK)i (xKe � xK)j + 1jKe j ZKe(x0 � xKe)i (x0 � xKe)j dx0 � IijK	= 12�(xKe � xK)i (xKe � xK)j + IijKe � IijK	 = �ije;K :This completes the proof.



error estimates for conservation laws 15With the above lemma, we can now rewrite the upper bound of E?div(uh; v; tN )as follows.Lemma 3.5. We haveE?div(uh; v; tN ) �TEvisc(u; v; tN) + TEcons(u; v; tN ) + TEh:o:t:(u; v; tN );whereTEvisc(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd V ISC nK(v(t; x); t; x)) dx dt�t� N�1Xn=0 XK2T�xZRd F (unK ; v(tN ; x)) � �t2 rx�(tN ; x; tn+1; xK) dx jK j�t+ N�1Xn=0 XK2T�xZRd F (unK ; v(t0; x)) � �t2 rx �(0; x; tn+1; xK) dx jK j�t;TEcons(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd CONS nK(v(t; x); t; x)) dx dt�t;TEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd HOT nK (v(t; x); t; x)) dx dt�t+ N�1Xn=0 XK2T�xZRd F (unK ; v(tN ; x)) � �t2 rx �(tN ; x; tn+1; xK) dx jK j�t� N�1Xn=0 XK2T�xZRd F (unK ; v(t0; x)) � �t2 rx �(0; x; tn+1; xK) dx jK j�t:The `viscosity' term V ISC nK(c; t; x) is given byV ISC nK(c; t; x) = timeV ISC nK(c; t; x) + centV ISC nK(c; t; x) + viscV ISC nK(c; t; x);where timeV ISC nK(c; t; x) =F (unK ; c) � �t2 jK j rx�t(t; x; tn+1; xK);centV ISC nK(c; t; x) =F (unK ; c) � Xe2@K j e j be;Ke He;K(t; x; tn+1; xK)ne;K ;viscV ISC nK(c; t; x) = Xe2@K j e j�eHe;K(t; x; tn+1; xK)Ne(unK ; c):The `consistency' term CONS nK(c; t; x) is given byCONS nK(c; t; x) = centCONS nK(c; t; x) + viscCONS nK(c; t; x);where centCONS nK(c; t; x) =F (unK ; c) � Xe2@K j e j rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) � �e ne;K ;



16 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangviscCONS nK(c; t; x) =� Xe2@K j e j�e (xKe � xK) � rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)Ne(unK ; c):Finally, the `high-order' term HOT nK (c; t; x) is given byHOT nK (c; t; x) = timeHOT nK(c; t; x) + centHOT nK(c; t; x) + viscHOT nK(c; t; x);wheretimeHOT nK(c; t; x) =F (unK ; c) � �jK jrx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)� jK j rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)� �t2 jK j rx�t(t; x; tn+1; xK)�;centHOT nK(c; t; x) =F (unK ; c) � Xe2@K j e j be;Ke He;K(t; x; tn+1)ne;K ;viscHOT nK(c; t; x) = Xe2@K j e j�eHe;K(t; x; tn+1)Ne(unK ; c):Proof of Lemma 3.5. The result can be easily obtained by inserting the expres-sion for �(x; xKe) � �(x; xK) of Lemma 3.4 into the upper bound for the dual formE?(u; v; tN ) in Lemma 3.3 and rearranging terms.The only manipulation that deserves mentioning is the following. After the abovementioned rearrangement, we get for centCONS nK(c; t; x) the expressionF (unK ; c)��jK j rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)�Xe2@K j e j be;Ke (xKe�xK)�rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)ne;K�:This expression can be rewritten asF (unK ; c) � Xe2@K j e j rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) � [(xe � xK)� be;Ke(xKe � xK)]ne;K ;or, equivalently, see the de�nition of �e, (2.7c), asF (unK ; c) � Xe2@K j e j rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) � �e ne;K ;by using the identity jKjm = Xe2@K j e j �m � (xe � xK)�ne;K ;with m = rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK). The above identity can be proved as follows:jKjm = ZK mdx0 = ZK rx�m � (x0 � xK)� dx0= Xe2@K Ze �m � (x0 � xK)�ne;K d�(x0)= Xe2@K j e j �m � (xe � xK)�ne;K :This completes the proof.Second step: Estimating TEvisc(u; v; tN ). In this section, we prove the fol-lowing result.



error estimates for conservation laws 17Lemma 3.6. We haveTEvisc(u; v; tN ) � 2C0 d j � jTV (R)�x �1 + �t�t � k�vk�x;where C0 = tN jv0jTV (Rd)W (tN ).Proof of Lemma 3.6. We have, by the de�nition of TEvisc(u; v; tN ) in Lemma3.5, TEvisc(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x �(tn+1; xK) jK j�twhere �(tn+1; xK) = Z tN0 ZRd hF (unK ; v(t; x)) � �t2 rx�t(t; x; tn+1; xK)+ F (unK ; v(t; x)) � 1jK j Xe2@K j e j be;Ke He;K(t; x; tn+1; xK)ne;K+ 1jK j Xe2@K j e j�eHe;K(t; x; tn+1; xK)Ne(unK ; v(t; x))i dx dt�ZRd F (unK ; v(tN ; x)) � �t2 rx�(tN ; x; tn+1; xK) dx+ ZRd F (unK ; v(t0; x)) � �t2 rx�(0; x; tn+1; xK) dx:A couple of integrations by parts yield�(tn+1; xK) = � Z tN0 ZRd nFt(unK ; v(t; x)) � �t2 rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK)+ 1jK j Xe2@K j e j be;Ke dXi;j=1 @xi�F (unK ; v(t; x)) � ne;K� �ije;K @xj�(t; x; tn+1; xK)+ 1jK j Xe2@K j e j�e dXi;j=1 @xiNe(unK ; v(t; x)) �ije;K @xj�(t; x; tn+1; xK)o dx dt ;Then, by using the de�nition of F and N , (3.4), we get�(tn+1; xK) = � dXi;j=1 Z tN0 ZRd U 0(unK � v) @xiv �ijK(v(t; x)) @xj�(t; x; tn+1; xK) dx dt ;where the entries of the matrix � are�ijK(c) = �t2 f 0i(c) f 0j(c)� 1jK j Xe2@K j e j �be;Ke f 0(c) � ne;K + �eN 0e(c)� �ije;KWe have now TEvisc(u; v; tN ) � Taux jv0jTV (Rd) tN



18 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangwhereTaux = supt2(0;tn)x2Rd nN�1Xn=0 XK2T�x max1�i�d dXj=1 �ijK(v(t; x)) @xj�(t; x; tn+1; xK) jK j�to� d j�jTV (R)�x 2 (1 + �t�t )W (tN ) k�vk�x;where we have made use of Lemma 3.7 of [7], the de�nition of �, (3.1), and thede�nition of k�vk. This completes the proof.Third step: Estimating TEcons(u; v; tN ).Lemma 3.7. We haveTEcons(u; v; tN ) � 2C1 � 1 + �t�t � � 1 + (�x)d=2�dx � k � kdL1(R) �j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�;where C1 = tN jv0jTV (Rd) kf 0(v)kW (tN ).Proof of Lemma 3.7. By de�nition of the term TEcons(u; v; tN ) in Lemma 3.5,we can writeTEcons(u; v; tN) =N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd rx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) �AK(unK ; v(t; x)) dx dt�t;where AK(u; c) = Xe2@K j e j�F (u; c) � ne;K �e � �eNe(u; c) (xKe � xK) �:After a simple integration by parts, we obtainTEcons(u; v; tN ) =� N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd �(t; x; tn+1; xK)rxv(t; x) � @vAK(unK ; v(t; x)) dx dt�t�N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Z tN0 ZRd �(t; x; tn+1; xK) dXi=1 j @xiv(t; x) jBK(v(t; x)) dx dt�t;where, BK(c) = max1�i�d �� Xe2@K j e j �f 0(c) � ne;K �e � �eN 0e(c) (xKe � xK) � ��:Hence, TEcons(u; v; tN ) �Taux tN jv0jTV (Rd);



error estimates for conservation laws 19where Taux = supt2(0;tn)x2Rd N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x �(t; x; tn+1; xK)BK(v(t; x))�t= supt2(0;tn)x2Rd N�1Xn=0 XK:jx�xK j��x �(t; x; tn+1; xK)BK(v(t; x))�t� supt2(0;tn)x2Rd �N�1Xn=0 supx2Rd�(t; x; tn+1; xK)�t��(�x);with �(�x) = supt2(0;tn)x2Rd � XK:jx�xK j��xBK(v(t; x))�:Now, by Lemma 3.7 of [7], we havesupt2(0;tn)x2Rd �N�1Xn=0 supx2Rd�(t; x; tn+1; xK)�t� � k � kdL1(R)�dx 2 � 1 + �t�t �W (tN );observing also�(�x) � �dx � 1 + (�x)d=2�dx ��((�x)1=2)� �dx � 1 + (�x)d=2�dx � k f 0(v) k �j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�;and using the de�nition of j � jvar;1=2 and j� jvar;1=2, (2.9) and (2.10), we getTaux � 2 � 1 + �t�t �W (tN )� 1 + (�x)d=2�dx � k � kdL1(R) �j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�;and the results follows.Fourth step: Estimating TEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ).Lemma 3.8. Suppose that the conditions (2.3) are satis�ed. Then,TEh:o:t:(u; v; tN) �C0�12 k f 0(v) k (�t)2 d j � jTV (R)�t�x tN + 4 (1 + �t�t )�t+ 32 D�x ��x (�x)2 �d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + d j �0 jTV (R)�2x �(1 + �t�t ) tN�;where C0 = jv0jTV (Rd) kf 0(v)kW (tN ).To prove the above result, we rewrite TEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) as the sum timeTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN )+centTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) + viscTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ); with the obvious notation, see Lemma 3.5, andestimate each of the above three terms.



20 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangLemma 3.9. We havetimeTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) �C0�12 k f 0(v) k (�t)2 d j � jTV (R)�t�x tN + 4 (1 + �t�t )�t�;where C0 = jv0jTV (Rd) kf 0(v)kW (tN ).Proof. Integrating by parts in time and inserting the de�nition of � (3.1) leadsto timeTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 ZRd �(tn+1; x0) dx0�t;where�(tn+1; x0) = Z tN0 ZRd F (u(tn; x0); v(t; x)) � rx� �'(t; x; tn+1; x0)� '(t; x; tn+1; x0)� dx dt+ �t2 Z tN0 ZRd Ft(u(tn; x0); v(t; x)) � rx'(t; x; tn+1; x0) dx dt:Noticing that �'(t; tn+1) � '(t; tn+1) = 1�t R tn+1tn (s � tn)'t(t; s) ds, one gets afterintegrating by parts and some elementary manipulations,�(tn+1; x0) = Z tN0 ZRd Ft(u(tn; x0); v(t; x)) � rx Z tn+1tn (s� tn)22 't0(t; x; s; x0) ds dx dt� ZRdrx � F (u(tn; x0); v(tN ; x)) Z tn+1tn (s� tn)'(tN ; x; s; x0) ds dx+ ZRdrx � F (u(tn; x0); v0(x)) Z tn+1tn (s� tn)'(0; x; s; x0) ds dx:This allows us to write timeTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) = I � II + III , with the obvious notation.Now we only need to estimate terms I; II and III . First we havej I j � Taux k f 0(v) k2 j v0 jTV (Rd)tN ;where Taux = (�t)22 supt2(0;tn)x2Rd Z tN0 ZRd jrx't0(t; x; t0; x0)j dx0 dt0� (�t)22 d j � jTV (R)�t�x W (tN )where we follow the lines of [6, Lemma 7.12] and [6, Lemma 7.13].Next we estimate term II :j II j � Taux k f 0(v) k j v0 jTV (Rd)�t ;where Taux = supx2RdZ tN0 ZRd j�(tN ; x; t0; x0)j dx0 dt0 ;� 2 (1 + �t�t )W (tN );



error estimates for conservation laws 21by Lemma 3.7 of [7]. The term III can be estimated in exactly the same way.Combining the estimates of terms I; II; III completes the proof.Before we estimate centTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN) and viscTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ), we need to prove acouple of simple auxiliary results.Lemma 3.10. We haveXK2T�x Xe2@Kj e j de Ie;K(�) � 2 D�x ��xk� kL1(Rd);where Ie;K(�) = 1jKe j ZKe 1jK j3 ZK3 Z 10Z 10 Z 10 � d� d� d� dz0 dy0 dw0 dx0;� � �(�(�(�x0 + (1� �)w0) + (1� �)y0) + (1� �)z0):Proof. Since the point �(�(�x0 + (1 � �)w0) + (1 � �)y0) + (1 � �)z0 belongs tothe convex hull of K and Ke, Ce, we have��Ie;K(�) �� � 1maxfjK j; jKe jg k� kL1(Ce):Hence XK2T�x Xe2@K j e j de Ie;K(�) � XK2T�x Xe2@K j e j demaxfjK j; jKe jgk� kL1(Ce)� D�x XK2T�x Xe2@K k� kL1(Ce); by (2.5);� 2 D�x Xe2E�x k� kL1(Ce)� 2 D�x XK2T�x ��xk� kL1(K)� 2 D�x ��xk� kL1(Rd); by (2.6):This completes the proof.Lemma 3.11. We have�aux � 4 tN (�x)2 D�x ��x (1 + �t�t )W (tN )�d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + dj �0 jTV (R)�2x �;where �aux = X1�j;k�d N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Xe2@K j e jbe;Ke deIe;K(�� @xj xk'(t; x) ��)�t:Proof. By the de�nition of the operator Ie;K in Lemma 3.10 and the de�nitionof ', (3.2), we can write �aux = �aux;t ��aux;x, where�aux;t = N�1Xn=0 !�t(t� tn+1)�t � 2 (1 + �t�t )W (tN );by [7, Lemma 3.7] and�aux;x = X1�j;k�d XK2T�x Xe2@K j e jbe;Ke deIe;K(�� @xj xkRjk (x; �)��);



22 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangwhere Rjk (x; x0) =Qdi=1 ��x(xi � x0i). Since, by Lemma 3.10,�aux;x � 2 D�x ��x X1�j;k�d kRjk (x; �) kL1(Rd);and sinceX1�j;k�d ���� @xjxk dYi=1 ��x(xi � x0i) ���� = X1�j;k�d���� dYi=1i6=j 6=k ��x(xi � x0i) �0�x(xk � x0k) �0�x(xj � x0j)+ dYi=1i6=j ��x(xi � x0i) �00�x(xj � x0j)�jk ����;we have that �aux;x � 2 D�x ��x�d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + dj �0 jTV (R)�2x �:This completes the proof.We are now ready to estimate the remaining term in TEh:o:t:Lemma 3.12. Suppose that the conditions (2.3) are satis�ed. Then,centTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) �C2 (�x)2 �d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + dj �0 jTV (R)�2x �(1 + �t�t );viscTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) �C2 (�x)2 �d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + dj �0 jTV (R)�2x �(1 + �t�t ) k� k`1(E�x);where C2 = 16 tN jv0jTV (Rd) kf 0(v)k D�x ��xW (tN ).Proof. We only have to prove the �rst estimate since the second is similar. Wehave centTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) = N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Xe2@K j e j be;Ke �ne;K �t;where �ne;K = X1�i;j;k�d Z tN0 ZRd F (unK ; v(t; x)) � ne;K @xiIe;K(�ijk(t; x)) dx dt:Moreover, �ijk(t; x)) = �ijk @xj xk�, where �ijk and � are as in Lemma 3.4.Performing integrations by parts with respect to xi, we get�ne;K = � X1�i;j;k�d Z tN0 ZRd �@vF (unK ; v(t; x)) � ne;K � @xiv(t; x) Ie;K(�ijk(t; x)) dx dt;and hence,centTEh:o:t:(u; v; tN ) � Taux kf 0(v)k Z tN0 ZRd X1�i�d j @xiv(t; x) j dx dt� Taux k f 0(v) k tN j v0 jTV (Rd);



error estimates for conservation laws 23where Taux = max1�i�d supt2(0;tN )x2Rd X1�j;k�d N�1Xn=0 XK2T�x Xe2@K j e jbe;KeIe;K(�ijk(t; x))�t:Since j �ijk j � 4 (�x)2 de;we have that ��Ie;K(�ijk(t; x)) �� � 4 (�x)2 de Ie;K(��@xj xk'(t; x) ��);and so,Taux � 4 (�x)2�aux� 16 tN (�x)2 D�x ��x (1 + �t�t )W (tN )�d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + dj �0 jTV (R)�2x �;by Lemma 3.11. This completes the proof.d. Proof of the error estimate. To obtain the error estimate, we proceed ex-actly as in [6]. Inserting the estimates obtained in x3.b and x3.c into the approximationinequality in x3.a, and taking the auxiliary function � as in (3.3), we obtaine(tN ) � 2 e(0) + 8 ��x + �tk f 0(v) k� j v0 jTV (Rd) + 2 k f 0(v) k j v0 jTV (Rd)�t+ 2C0 tN � 2 d j � jTV (R)�x �1 + �t�t ��k�vk�x+ 4C1 tN � 1 + �t�t � � 1 + (�x)d=2�dx � k � kdL1(R) �j � jvar;1=2 + j� jvar;1=2�+ 2C1�12 k f 0(v) k (�t)2 d j � jTV (R)�t�x tN + 4 (1 + �t�t )�t+ 32 D�x ��x (�x)2 �d2j � j2TV (R)�2x + d j �0 jTV (R)�2x �(1 + �t�t ) tN�;where C0 = jv0jTV (Rd) and C1 = C0 k f 0(v) k. The estimate of Theorem 2.1 is thenobtained by eliminating the parameter �t through the use of the CFL condition (2.4)and then taking the very same optimal values as those in [6], namely,�?x =qtN k �v k�x=2; �t = At (�x)3=4; � = A (�x)1=4:This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. In this section, we prove Theorem 2.3. The onlydi�erence between the proof of Theorem 2.3 and that of Theorem 2.1 is the followingestimate of the consistency term of the truncation error, TEcons(u; v; tN ):Lemma 4.1. We haveTEcons(u; v; tN ) � C1 � D�x ��x k f 0(v) k tN jv0jTV (Rd)+ k f 0(u) kN�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x j e j junK+e � unK�e j�t	;



24 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangwhere C1 = 2 d j � jTV�x �1 + �t�t �W (tN )� k � k`1(E�x)=Rd + k� k`1(E�x) 	 and D�x and��x are de�ned in (2.5) and (2.6), respectively.Theorem 2.3 follows easily from this result, x3, as well as the following observationN�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x j e j junK+e � unK�e j�t � 1�inf ku kL1(0;tN ;TV (Rd));where �inf = infK2T�x �K . We note again that beyond merely proving the aboveestimate, we aim at understanding the mechanism that allows it to be possible; see thefourth step of the proof below. This provides an explanation of the supraconvergencephenomenon for the schemes under consideration.To prove Lemma 4.1, we will need the following simple auxiliary result.Lemma 4.2. We haveXe2E�x j e j j K+e �  K�e j � D�x ��x j jTV (Rd);where  K = 1jK j RK  (x0) dx0:Proof. Let us call � the left hand side of the inequality we want to prove. Thenby the proof of Lemma 3.4,� = Xe2E�x j e j ���� 1jK+e j jK�e j ZK+e ZK�e Z 10 (x0 � w0) � rx0 (�x0 + (1� �)w0) d� dw0 dx0 ����:Assume that jK�e j = maxf jK+e j; jK�e j g, then, since jx0 � w0 j � de and since thepoint �x0 + (1� �)w0 belongs to the convex hull of K and Ke, Ce, we have� � Xe2E�x j e j ���� dejK+e j jK�e j ZK+eZ 10 ZCe dXi=1 j @xi (w0) j dw0 d� dx0 ����� Xe2E�x j e j dejK�e j j jTV (Ce)� D�x Xe2E�x j jTV (Ce); by (2.5);� D�x XK2T�x �K j jTV (K)� D�x ��x XK2T�x j jTV (K); by (2.6);� D�x ��x j jTV (Rd):This completes the proof.We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.1.Proof of Lemma 4.1. We proceed in several steps.First step. First, we rewrite the term TEcons(u; v; tN ) as follows:TEcons(u; v; tN ) =N�1Xn=0 Z tN0 ZRd �(t; x; tn+1; v(t; x)) dx dt�t;



error estimates for conservation laws 25where �(t; x; tn+1; c) = XK2T�x Xe2@Krx�(t; x; tn+1; xK) � Ae;K(unK ; c);and Ae;K(u; c) = j e j�F (u; c) � ne;K �e � �eNe(u; c) (xKe � xK) �:Note that, since Pe2@K j e jne;K = 0, we can modify Ae;K(u; c) as follows:Ae;K(u; c) = j e j �F (u; c) � ne;K (�e � �̂)� �eNe(u; c) (xKe � xK) �;where �̂ is an arbitrary constant vector.Second step. Next, we rewrite �(t; x; tn+1; c) as a sum on all the faces e of�nite volumes K of the triangulation, E�x. To perform this discrete integration byparts, we denote by K+e and K�e the two �nite volumes sharing the face e, drop thesuperscript n in unK , and write �K instead of �(t; x; tn+1; xK); we get�(t; x; tn+1; c) = XK2T�x Xe2@Krx�K � Ae;K(uK ; c)= Xe2E�x �rx�K+e � Ae;K+e (uK+e ; c) +rx�K�e � Ae;K�e (uK�e ; c)	= �1(t; x; tn+1; c) + �2(t; x; tn+1; c);where �1(t; x; tn+1; c) = Xe2E�xrx��K+e � �K�e � � Ae;K+e (uK+e ; c);�2(t; x; tn+1; c) = Xe2E�xrx�K�e � �Ae;K+e (uK+e ; c) +Ae;K�e (uK�e ; c)�� Xe2E�xrx�K�e � Be(uK�e ; uK+e ; c);with the obvious notation for Be. The above results allow us to write TEcons(u; v; tN ) =TE1;cons + TE2;cons.Third step. To estimate TE1;cons, we proceed as follows. After a simple inte-gration by parts, we obtainTE1;cons =� N�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x Z tN0 ZRd ��K+e � �K�e �rxv(t; x) � @vAe;K+e (uK+e ; v(t; x)) dx dt�t;and after taking absolute values,TE1;cons �N�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x Z tN0 ZRd j�K+e � �K�e j dXi=1 j @xiv(t; x) jA e (v(t; x)) dx dt�t;where A e (c) =j e j max1�i�d j f 0(c) � ne;K+e (�e � �̂)i � �eN 0e(c) (xK�e � xK+e )i j:Hence TE1;cons �Taux C k f 0(v) k tN jv0jTV (Rd);



26 bernardo cockburn, pierre-alain gremaud, and xiangrong yangwhere C =k �e � �̂ k`1(E�x) + k� k`1(E�x);and Taux = supt2(0;tn)x2Rd N�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x j e j j�K+e � �K�e j�t� 2 �1 + �t�t �W (tN ) D�x ��x d j � jTV (R)�x ;by Lemma 3.7 of [7] and Lemma 4.2. This impliesTE1;cons � 2 d j � jTV (R)�x �1 + �t�t �W (tN ) C D�x ��x k f 0(v) k tN jv0jTV (Rd):Note that the term TE1;cons has been estimated without using regularity prop-erties of the approximate solution. This is not the case for the term TE2;cons, as wesee next.Fourth step. To estimate TE2;cons, we simply take absolute values to obtainTE2;cons �N�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x Z tN0 ZRd dXi=1 j@xi�K�e j B e (uK�e ; uK+e ) dx dt�t;where B e (uK�e ; uK+e ) = supt2(0;tn)x2Rd j Be(uK�e ; uK+e ; v(t; x)) j� j e j�j �f(uK+e )� f(uK�e )� � ne;k j k �e � �̂ k`1(E�x)+ j �Ne(uK+e )�Ne(uK�e )� � ne;k j k� k`1(E�x)	�j e j k f 0(u) k C juK+e � uK�e j :This is the crucial estimate that allows the supraconvergence phenomenon to takeplace: The estimate of B e (uK�e ; uK+e ) depends only on `1-norms of �e and �e (xK+e �xK�e ). This is possible because the above quantities depend only on the face e andthis fact is a direct consequence of the conservativity and consistency properties ofthe uxes, see x2.c.However, the price to pay, is that now the estimate of TE2;cons must depend onthe smoothness properties of the approximate solution sinceTE2;cons �d j � jTV (R)�x W (tN ) C k f 0(u) kN�1Xn=0 Xe2E�x j e j junK+e � unK�e j�t:Fifth step. The result now follows from the estimates of TE1;cons and TE2;cons,from the fact that TEcons(u; v; tN ) = TE2;cons + TE2;cons, and from the fact that,since the vector �̂ is arbitrary, we can take C = k � k`1(E�x)=Rd + k� k`1(E�x) .5. Concluding remarks.In [6], a general theory of a priori estimates for scalar conservation laws wasproposed. The approach is based on a modi�cation of the original Kuznetsov ap-proximation theory [17]. The key feature and advantage of this new and modi�ed



error estimates for conservation laws 27method is that no regularity properties of the approximate solution are needed. Thispoint is signi�cant since establishing such properties is a well known bottleneck in thisarea. This approach was applied to general multidimensional ux-splitting monotoneschemes in [7]. For grids consisting of Cartesian products of possibly nonuniform onedimensional meshes, optimal order of convergence were obtained.In the present paper, we generalize this result to general grids. It should beemphasized that, to the authors' knowledge, this is the �rst derivation of optimalorders of convergence for truly multidimensional numerical methods for conservationlaws. By truly multidimensional, we mean that, in the spirit of the �nite volumemethods considered, no \dimension by dimension" argument is used. This fact is nota mere detail since, as shown in the introduction, standard properties like TVD do nothold in general on non-Cartesian meshes, which accounts for the lack similar resultsso far.The relationship between the consistency of the method and the properties of thegrid is analyzed. In particular, it is shown that �rst, requiring consistency imposesextremely strong restrictions on both the mesh and the numerical uxes, second, thoserestrictions are not needed, neither theoretically nor practically. A much larger classof \nearly consistent" (but not consistent) schemes is studied. In both cases, optimala priori estimates are obtained. It is shown how the combination of the conservationform of the scheme together with the consistency of the numerical uxes allows thissupraconvergence phenomenon to take place. For schemes that are non-consistent alltogether, optimal error estimates are obtained as well. However, the nature of theterm describing the loss of consistency does require a bound on the total variationL1(0; T ;TV (Rd)) of the approximate solution (which is used there and only there).In conclusion, we have shown that the approach taken in [6, 7] keeps its promises,by being able to tackle problems previously unsolved. The application to non-splittingnumerical uxes, and to higher-order methods will be the object of future publications.The generalization to systems of conservation laws constitutes an exciting challenge.AcknowledgementThe third author would like to thank Timothy Brule for providing a code togenerate Figure 1. REFERENCES[1] T. Boukadida and A.Y. LeRoux, A new version of the two-dimensional Lax-Friedrichsscheme, Math. Comp., 63 (1994), pp. 541{553.[2] F. Coquel and P. LeFloch, Convergence of �nite di�erence schemes for conservations lawsin several space variables: a general theory, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 30 (1993), pp. 675{700.[3] B. Cockburn, F. Coquel, and P. LeFloch, Convergence of the �nite volume method formultidimensional conservations laws, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 32 (1995), pp. 687{705.[4] B. Cockburn, F. Coquel, and P. LeFloch, An error estimate for �nite volume methods forconservations laws, Math. Comp., 64 (1994), pp. 77-103.[5] B. Cockburn and P.-A. Gremaud, An error estimate for �nite element methods for conser-vations laws, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 33 (1996), pp. 522{554.[6] , A priori error estimates for numerical methods for scalar conservation laws. Part I:The general approach, Math. Comp., 65 (1996), pp. 533{573.[7] , A priori error estimates for numerical methods for scalar conservation laws. Part II:Flux-splitting monotone schemes on irregular Cartesian grids, Math. Comp., to appear.[8] M. Crandall and A. Majda, Monotone di�erence approximations for scalar conservationlaws, Math. Comp., 34 (1980), pp. 1{21.[9] B. Engquist and S. Osher, One sided di�erence approximations for nonlinear conservation
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